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The Citroën range of accessories has been designed to 
increase your comfort and safety on board the Citroën 
Berlingo  and to preserve the longevity of the vehicle. 

Aesthetic and durable, they are validated by our engineers to 
meet the requirements of very strict specifications in terms of 
compatibility, endurance and safety. Easy to install and 
handle, you can however go to our workshops for further 
advice or assistance in installing your accessories.
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1.  Cooling bottle holder (21litres
2.  Centre console
3.  Armrest on front seat
4.  Home fragrance dispenser
5.  Hanger on headrest
6.  Removable ashtray
7.  Front parking assistance

These solid objects with a modern design are made to 
simplify your travels. Practical and pleasant to use, you 
won't be able to do without them soon...
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COMFORT AND SECURITY

To be serene in all circumstances, Citroën offers you 
accessories that make your driving conditions and your 
passengers' stay on board even more reliable. 

COMFORT  AND 
SECURITY 

1.  Anti-intrusion alarm
2.  Range of cross chains
3.   Set of side sun blinds for down windows
4.  Set of sun blinds for quarter windows
5.  Rear window sunshade
6.  Set of anti-skid wraps
7.  Range of child seats
8.  Set of 2 air deflectors
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1.  Soft boot tray
2.  High load retaining net
3.  Hitch with ball joint (removable without tools)
4.  Luggage holder 

5.  Boot net
6.  Bike carrier on hitch

TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS
Want to go on an adventure?  
The transport accessories allow you to carry 
all kinds of objects  inside and outside your 
Citroën Berlingo. Sturdy, simple and quick 
to install, they meet the strictest safety 
standards.1
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TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS  

1.  Bike rack on roof bars
2.  Cross roof bars 

3.  Roof bars
4.  Ski rack on roof bars
5.  Long roof box (420 litres)
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1.  Protective cover for indoor parking 

2.  Set of rubber mats
3.  Set of 3D carpet mats
4.  Set of carpet mats
5.  Dog guard
6.  Fabric seat covers
7.  Set of rear mud flaps
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PROTECTION
Thanks to Citroën's protective accessories, 

you can preserve the appearance of your 
Berlingo for a long time without having to 

worry about possible dirt.
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1.  Mode 3 charge cable (7m) 

2.  Universal charger

Drive with peace of mind with 
fast charging accessories that can 
be adapted to different types of 
electrical outlets.  
This equipment has been tested 
and approved by our engineers.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
 See citroen.ie




